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Abstract—Information today is the pillar of the development
and the economic growth. A reliable information comes from
a flawless exploitation of the appropriate data. The semantic
analysis of data is one of the key factors that have a direct
impact on the quality of the information that is extracted from
it. The subject matter of a given document is closely related to
the context of the information conveyed by that document. The
reliable identification of the context of a document is, in our
opinion, an important added value for an efficient semantic ex-
ploitation of the data. In this paper we propose a new approach
for the accurate identification of the context associated with a
document, given a precise definition of the context. The system
has been evaluated on corpora from the ”New York Times” and
on a context dataset, called ”WikiContext”, that we have built
ourselves for this purpose. Our experiments have shown that
our system outperforms the most advanced context extraction
systems.

Index Terms—Information Extraction, Context Extraction,
Deep Learning, Data Management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern information media manage quantities of data
that are increasingly voluminous, heterogeneous and com-
plex. This data generally carries vital information whose
exploitation requires an in depth analysis which represents
a tedious, if not impossible, task for human beings. Tra-
ditional processing methods are now obsolete because they
are inappropriate, totally inefficient and unable to meet
today’s needs in terms of data analysis and exploitation.
The quantity is not the only difficulty to overcome. The
nature of the data is a challenge that requires new, more
efficient and more intelligent methods to respond to this lack
or total absence of data structuring. It also requires automated
means to meet the challenge of volume. In order to produce
these automated systems capable of exploiting this data and
extracting relevant knowledge, a number of problems must be
solved, including a thorough semantic analysis of the content
of unstructured documents.

The context (or subject) of a document is one of the most
important pieces of information for understanding its content.
The results of a clinical report in a medical context are
used to establish a diagnosis, while in a judicial context it
could be used to establish the seriousness of a defendant’s

actions. Extracting the context of a document and classifying
it are among the tasks to be solved in order to improve the
performance of a modern data processing system.

Context is thematic information that captures ”the subject
of a document” [1]. The title of a document can be seen as
its context except that it may be poorly chosen and therefore
inadequate or may be singularly lacking in precision which
is a source of error. Context is often used to describe a group
of texts/documents that all deal with the same subject. Once
the context has been accurately established, it becomes easy
to classify the text according to its content, which then allows
for better extraction of useful information.

Several works have been devoted to the identification of
the context of a discourse with more or less convincing
results. The most significant results come from methods
based on keywords [2] [3] [4], topic modeling [5] [6] [7],
metadata [8] [9] [10] and text summarization [11] [12].

In keyword-based approaches, the subject of a document
is extracted based on the frequency and co-occurrence of
different words in the text. By exploring and organizing
the content of a textual document,Topic modeling-based
approaches, which include a subject, aim to find subjects. In
fact, they seek to organize information into manageable clus-
ters, each of which represents a different subject. Metadata-
based context extraction methods use formatting data, like
font size, to extract a document’s title. Finally, approaches
exploiting automatic text summarization make it possible to
generate the most important sentence which can represent the
context of a document. These approaches will be detailed in
the next section.

However, all these methods have the same weakness: they
fail to determine the context of a document in a satisfactory
way, which significantly affects all tasks related to context,
including information retrieval, classification, understanding
the content of a document, etc. By relying on keywords,
context depends on the choice of keywords and the quality of
this choice is not guaranteed. If we rely on the text summary
method, the context will be composed of a key phrase. It
is almost impossible to find such a significant sentence in a
document that can accurately represent its context. Moreover,
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even if such a sentence exists, the quality of the result is
intimately linked to the quality of the discourse. The goal of
our work is to produce as a result of an intelligent process,
the most precise and relevant context possible, representing
a given document.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Related work on context extraction from unstructured texts is
presented in the Section II. Section III presents the proposed
approach, based on a specific definition of context, as well
as the various processes performed by the different com-
ponents of our implemented system. Using a purpose built
”Wikicontext” dataset and the New York Time corpora, the
experimental results of our system are presented in section
IV, compared with results obtained by state of the art context
extraction systems. Finally, Section V concludes this paper
and outlines future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There are many research works dedicated to document
context extraction. In this section we present different ap-
proaches that have been used for context extraction. We
mainly focus on the following methods: Topic model-
ingbased method, keywordsbased methods, metadatabased
methods and text summarizationbased methods.

A. Topic modeling-based approaches

In these approaches, the topic represents either a set of
keywords that describe the context, or a single word that
categorizes the topic of the text, such as (economy, education,
culture, etc...). Guo et al. [13] proposed an approach to
extract the general theme of a document that lacks much
precision. Let’s consider the following two sentences:

“The 2022 Indian Presidential Election will be the 16th
presidential election to be held in India.” (S1)

“Polling agencies are projecting that President Emmanuel
Macron has won the 2022 French election.” (S2)

According to the approach presented in [13], these two
sentences are classified in the same predefined context ”po-
litical”. However, the identified topic is not precise enough to
best characterize the actual context of each sentence. Indeed,
the first one concerns the context ”2022 Indian presidential
election”, whereas the second refers to the “French presi-
dential election of 2022”. We can conclude that it obviously
seen that a single keyword is not enough to characterize the
context of a text in a concrete manner.

B. Keyword-based approaches

There are many works based keywordbased models for
the extraction of hot topics from news and blogs. These
approaches analyze the news on the web and return the
words with the highest frequency during a given period of
time [14] [15] [16]. This is a perfectly suitable approach,
but is dedicated exclusively to short text data from the
web and microblogs. Additionally, the authors of [17] [18]
have suggested an approach to automate the process of
extracting the topic and title from a single document using
keywordsbased techniques.

Nevertheless, the extracted topic can be inappropriate.
Taking as an example a document with the title ” Britain
Accuses Ghana Lawmakers of Visa Fraud k”, the result of

the topic extraction is ”Visa Ghana Parliament Britain”. This
shows that the set of words extracted from the document does
not allow to build a sentence or that the sentence obtained
is meaningless.

C. Metadata based approaches

Considering that titles typically summarise a document’s
main idea, additional effort was invested into to the study
of title extraction. These studies can be divided into two
groups: techniques for HTML pages and approaches for
PDF documents. These methods neglect the semantics of
the content and instead rely on the style that was applied to
the document (font size, alignment, margin, etc.) and some
metadata to identify this key phrase.

a) Approaches for PDF documents: [19] and [20] have
proposed a concise rulebased heuristic that identifies a PDF’s
title by taking into account style information (font size). To
do so, they used simple empirical rules that reflect the usual
practices when presenting a text. We can list the most popular
rules as follows: ”Titles are frequently located in the largest
font sizes,” ”Titles are typically positioned on the upper parts
of the initial pages,” etc.

b) Approaches for HTML documents: These solutions
depend on elements (tags) in the document’s header and body
to extract the title. For instance, ”Hn” (where n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
or 6) and ”title” are among the most used tags in this context.
Authors of [21] have proposed a general schema enables to
learn text titles using style information. The methods used for
PDF and HTML documents include a number of weaknesses
and ambiguities. Indeed, since the authors of the documents
generally enter the metadata, it is therefore subjective. The
styles and rules that these methods of title extraction are
based on are not always accurate, especially since the authors
can change the styles. While PDF documents lack structure,
HTML documents also suffer from a lack of reliability.
In fact, nothing in the HTML document’s authoring rules
requires the use of H1 before H2 and H2 before H3, when
it comes to the tags H1, H2 . . . and H6. Furthermore, these
techniques are completely useless if the title is not included
in the text.

D. Text summarization-based approaches

Very few publications can be found in the literature that
discuss the issue of extracting context based on automatic
text summarization. [22] presents an approach that uses the
occurrence of words in order to summarize and extract the
main topic of a textual document. This approach is effective
for automatically extracting the summary of a text but not
necessarily its context. A summary gives a general idea of
the content of a document and does not necessarily offer its
context.

In conclusion, making the context extraction task auto-
matic, accurate, and relevant is the challenge of our work. In
fact, our goal is to identify an accurate context that precisely
represents the content of a given document by applying text
mining techniques.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we present our new approach for context
extraction. We, first, present an history of our previous work



and define preliminary concepts. We then present a review
of the different components of our process.

A. History and Preliminary concepts

a) History of our approaches: In the last few years,
our research team has worked extensively on the context
extraction task as well, to solve the issues listed above.
In 2020, we proposed a new approach that is composed
of two main steps [25]: In the first step, we extract five
keywords to identify the final context of the document using
FPgrowth algorithm. The second step consists in identifying
the sentence that provides a brief idea of the text content. To
do this, the document is scanned to identify this one which
contains the maximum of the final keywords extracted in the
previous process.

Although this approach is effective compared with other
systems, results also leave room for further improvement,
mostly in the quality of the sentence generated. In [25],
we have realized an extractive based approach that cannot
generate very high quality context. Indeed, their performance
depends strongly on the different sentences included in the
document. This latter may not include a sentence with the
majority of candidate labels extracted. There is scope for
neural network that can enhance the sentence generation
phase and thus the quality of the final context.

In this paper, we aim to develop a far well-understanding
context which covers what a document is about. Our goal
is to make compact contexts in the sense of conveying a
semantic title of the document.

b) Preliminary concepts:
• Context: The context is very important since it provides

an overall idea of what a document or a relation is
about. A context “ctx”, in our approach, is defined as
the minimum information that provides a brief idea of
a document “D”. It is defined by a label “L” and a
set of key words “Kw”. A context according to [25] is
formalized as:

ctx =< Idc, L,Kwi = 1..n > (1)

• Contexts’DataBase A ”Contexts’DataBase” will be
used to store contexts that have been etracted from the
different documents This database is composed of two
tables: The first contains the set of different labels that
describe each context. The second table includes a list
of contexts labeled with their identifiers, the appropriate
set of keywords as well as the collection of documents
associated to each context.

B. Context Extraction Process Overview

Our approach to context extraction may be summarized
by the process presented in Fig 1. This approach is based on
three main tasks: The process begins with the identification
of the different Keywords (process I) which consists in
identifying the main topics of a document. Among the
different keywords extracted, we consider only five that can
represent the minimal information that gives a brief idea of
the text content. The process continues to extract the label of
the document (process II). In this process, we aim to produce
a well understanding sentence from the extracted keywords
using an LSTM model which allows, each time, to predict

the next word. Our approach focuses, finally, on classifying
the document in the Contexts ‘Database (process III).

**

Generated label

III-Document
classification

I-Keywords Extraction

II-Label generation

Set of
Keywords

Contexts’Database

Fig. 1. Overview of the components in our approach for context extraction

C. Keywords Extraction Task

The Keywords extraction is the first step that prepares
the document in order to extract the context. This step
aims to identify important words that are considered as the
main topics of the document. The keywords extraction task
requires three main steps as shown in Fig 2: (a) Topics
extraction, (b) Candidate label extraction, and finally (c)
Final Keywords extraction.

**

Candidate labels
Extraction (FP-growth)

Topics extraction
(TF-IDF)

Set of topics Set of labels

Relevant keywords
selection (USE)

Keywords of the
document

Fig. 2. Keywords Extraction process

a) Topics extraction: More precisely, this step includes
determining the most important words that best describe
the document’s content. To do this, we have evaluated five
different techniques: TF-IDF [26], TextRank [27], KeyBert
[28], Yake [29] and Rake [30]. Experiments allowed us to
use the TF-IDF algorithm which achieved the best results
compared to the other methods. TF-IDF stands for term fre-
quencyinverse document frequency. It is a statistical measure
used to quantify the importance of words in a document.

b) Candidate labels extraction: Candidate labels repre-
sent the different units that appear frequently in a document.



These units take the form of unigram words, bigrams words,
or trigrams words [31]. In this step, we use the FP-growth
algorithm [32] to discover these units from the document.

c) Final Keywords extraction: In this step, the Univer-
sal Sentence Encoder (USE) [33] model is used to calculate
the semantic similarity between each candidate label with the
different topics that have already been identified in the topics
extraction phase. The USE is trained with a deep averaging
network (DAN) encoder and it is based on transfer learning.
The five candidate labels that have the highest similarity rate
with the different topics are defined as the final keywords
of the document and can represent the minimal information
that gives a brief idea of the text content.

D. Label generation Task

In order to generate the final label from the extracted
keywords, we propose a LSTM model which, from the
different identified keywords, allows to model a coherent
sentence that represents the main idea of the document. The
label generation task requires two main phases as shown in
Fig 3.: (1) Training phase and (2) Modeling phase.

Training the LSTM
model

******

Building the Markov
table

Markov table

Generated label

Set of Keywords

First keyword
prediction

Trained LSTM
model

Next word
prediction

Predicted first word

Generated sentence

Training

phase

Modeling

phase

Fig. 3. Label generation process

a) Training phase: Training is the essential step in any
machine learning process. It is the first step that prepares our
model in order to make accurate predictions and perform the
label generation task. There are two main tasks:

• Training the LSTM model: Starting from a set of
corpora containing sentences expressed in different con-
texts, we trained an LSTM network. Our LSTM model
consists of six layers. The embedding layer enables to
convert keywords into a low dimensional dense word
vectors. The two LSTM layers are separated with a
dropout one to avoid over–fitting. Another dropout layer
is applied after the second LSTM layer. Finally, to
compute the score of each generated words predicted
by the model, a “dense” layer is used with Softmax as
the activation function.

• Building the markov table: In our approach, the
markov table is used to predict the first word of the label
and check the sentence generated, for each iteration,
by our LSTM model. In this paper, for each context,
our Markov table is builded and trained using all the
documents of the same dataset used to train our Model.

b) Modeling phase: Among the 5 selected keywords,
we consider the one that, according to our Markov table,
has the highest probability of being the first in the sentence.
Then, we use our LSTM model to predict the next word
and use it as part of the prefix for the next input of the
model. At this stage, we only consider the generated words
that belong to the keyword list or the stop word list. The
newly generated sentence is checked by the Markov table.
This process is repeated until the list of extracted keywords
is complete.

E. Document Classification Task

Our approach to classifying a document in the Con-
texts’Database may be summarized by the following process
(Fig 4):

Context check

Set of
Key words

Labeled the document
already identified

context
with the new context

Yes

Document Storage

Generated label

Labeled the document with 
the context from database

No

Contexts’Database

Fig. 4. Document classification process

The document is classified using both the geneated label
and various extracted keywords that represent our context. To
do this, two cases can occur: either the context has already
listed in the contexts’ Database or if it is a context repre-
senting a new document theme. When the context is well
identified in the first case, the Contexts’Database is updated
by adding the locator of the document to the corresponding
context. In the second case, the context database is updated
by inserting the new identfied item.

To check if the context has already been identified before
or it is not, we compare it with those of the Contexts’
Database. To do this, three main stages are applied: (a) Clas-
sification based on the extracted keywords, (b) Classification
based the generated label and finally (c) Final classification
based on both keywords and generated label.

a) Classification based on the extracted keywords and
classification based the generated label: To perform both
the classification based on the extracted keyords (a) and the
one based on the generated label (b), we have used Bert
model. Our Bert model is composed of five layers: The
first one ensures that the input to the model respects the
required format. The second layer transforms the text into
an appropriate input to Bert. The third layer represent the
Bert model which transforms its inputs into a vector of fixed
size. To avoid overfitting, we use a dropout layer. Finally,
a dense layer is included to predict the class of each vector
using the softmax function. To classify the generated label or
the extracted keywords in our Contexts’Database, we propose
a transfer learning approach using the pretrained model of
BERT learned on our dataset WikiContext.

Another contribution of this paper is that we have applied
data augmentation methods to increase our WikiContext



dataset size and to improve the accuracy of classification.
To do this, we used the ”TextAttack” framework which
allows the augmentation of textual data. Indeed, from each
document in the dataset, this model can generate up to 12
additional texts by performing some transformations on the
original text such as rephrasing or replacing some words by
these synonyms.

b) Final classification based on both keywords and
generated label: The final classification model is used to
combine the two Bert models respectively for the generated
label and the extracted keyword to acheive best results.
This combination is performed by adding a new layer that
calculates the average between each classification value of
the two Bert models described above

IV. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

In order to prove the practical interest of our approach, a
system has been developed implementing our approach. This
system allows to obtain a more relevant and precise context
representing a given document.

A. Datasets

In order to evaluate our approach, we use two different
datasets. The first one is our dataset “WikiContext” cre-
ated manually by collecting 600 English texts published
in Wikipedia. Our corpus is composed of 30 contexts and
is manually annotated with keywords and title for each
text. This dataset is used to perform quantitative evaluation
of three process: keywords extraction, label generation and
document classification. We use F1score metric, to evaluate
the performance of these process.

To perform qualitative evaluation, of the label generation
process, we consider NewYork Times dataset as a reference.
In this step, we’ll present some generated contexts from
various models and compare them qualitatively with our
results using ROUGE measure.

B. Results

a) Keywords extraction process results: We compare
our method for keywords extraction, against results by
multiple methods, including TFIDF, TextRank, Rake, Yake
and KeyBert. These methods are tested on our datase Wi-
kiContext. The output keywords extracted from each tool
is evaluated against reference keywords annotated in our
dataset. The results of this evaluation are shown in Table
I.

TABLE I
KEYWORDS EXTRACTION PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF F1MEURE ON

OUR WIKICONTEXT DATASET

Algorithm used for
keywords extraction

Precision(%) Recall(%) F1score

TFIDF 46.89 47.71 47.30
TextRank 15.48 20.94 17.80
Yake 27.17 27.25 27.21
Rake 37.25 37.25 37.26
KeyBert 14.80 14.86 14.83
TFIDF+Jiang and
conrath

49.20 65.25 56.09

TFIDF+USE 65.80 73.20 69.30

We can see that our approach significantly outperforms
all the baseline methods. The MACRO F1 value of our
approach, which is much better than the previous solution
on our dataset. For our approach, the best result is based
on combining TF-IDF, FPgrowth and USE, and it achieves
69,30%, which is higher than the use of Jiang and conrath
similarity 56,09%.

b) Label generation results: The context extraction
process is evaluated qualitatively. Table II summarized the
performance in terms of ROUGE–Measure on all the text
included in the “New York Times” dataset.

TABLE II
GENERATED LABEL PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF ROUGE MEASURE ON

NEW YORK TIMES DATASET

Algorithm used for gen-
erated label process

ROUGE1 ROUGE2 ROUGEL

label extracted by [34] ’f’:0.3,
’p’:0.5,
’r’:0.22

’f’:0.18,
’p’:0.33,
’r’:0.12

’f’:0.32,
’p’:0.60,
’r’:0.22

label extracted by [25] ’f’:0.48,
’p’:0.75,
’r’:0.35

’f’:0.21,
’p’:0.55,
’r’:0.13

’f’:0.44,
’p’:0.70,
’r’:0.33

label extracted by our ap-
proach

’f’:0.63,
’p’:0.65,
’r’:0.62

’f’:0.27,
’p’:0.58,
’r’:0.18

’f’:0.52,
’p’:0.55,
’r’:0.50

We can see that our approach significantly outperforms all
the baseline methods. Indeed, the ROUGE1, ROUGE2 and
ROUGEL values of our approach are much better than the
previous solution on the New York Times dataset.

c) Document classification results: In order to evaluate
this process, we have performed a transfer learning approach
using the pre-trained model of BERT [35] learned on our
WikiContext dataset. To get better performance, we have
applied data augmentation methods to increase our WikiCon-
text dataset size. Table III summarized the obtained results.

TABLE III
RESULTS PROVIDED BY THE DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION PROCESS

Model used for the classi-
fication process

Data aug-
mentation
(DA)

Precision Recall F1-
score

Bert Model based on ex-
tracted keywords

without
DA

0.61 0.57 0.54

Bert Model based on ex-
tracted keywords

with DA 0.82 0.71 0.76

Bert Model based on gener-
ated label

without
DA

0.83 0.81 0.82

Bert Model based on gener-
ated label

with DA 0.95 0.90 0.91

Bert Model based on both
keywords and generated la-
bel

without
DA

0.98 0.88 0.88

Bert Model based on both
keywords and generated la-
bel

with DA 0.95 0.91 0.92

According to III, the pretrained BERT model based on the
extracted keywords and the generated label and with applying
a data augmentation method outperforms the other models
with F1-score of 0.92%.

Adding precision to context extraction could be integrated
to different applications as decision-making. Particularly,



when dealing with search engines, a more accurate context
improves document classification process and then informa-
tion search effectiveness.

V. CONCLUSION

Unstructured data is by definition difficult to exploit by
automated means and remains dedicated to manual process-
ing guided by the power of the human spirit. New intelligent
algorithms and applications as well as specialized computer
systems must be invented to overcome this impotence. To
be efficient and relevant, such systems have to ”understand”
the content of these unstructured documents and this un-
derstanding is only effective if the context or the theme
treated are well identified. In this paper, we have presented
a new approach that automatically extract context of a given
document. This approach enabled us to produce a more
accurate and relevant context compared with other systems .
The results show that the extracted contexts are quantitatively
and qualitatively much more precise than those identified by
these others systems.

Results also leave room for further improvement: (i) The
proposed solution assumes that a document is only associated
to one context. In the future, we will concentrate on improv-
ing the effectiveness of this approach by taking into account
the possibility that a document could be attributed to several
contexts or distinct subcontexts; (ii) At the present time, we
only consider the English language. In our perspective, it is
crucial to extend this study to include complex languages as
Arabic and Chinese;
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